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ReseaRch T his study quantifies the potential of low-coverage genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) and imputation for cost-effective genomic selection in biparental segregating populations. Genomic selection can increase the rates of genetic gain by shortening the generation interval and selecting from amongst a greater number of diverse individuals. Unfortunately, the cost of genomic selection in early segregating populations is high because the training set for the genomic selection model must be large and because genomic predictions have to be obtained for a large number of individuals (Riedelsheimer and Melchinger, 2013; Hickey et al., 2014) . To enable the use of genomic selection in segregating populations, low-cost genotyping strategies need to be developed.
One such low-cost strategy is to use single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping arrays with high and low marker density combined with imputation. This strategy involves a combination of genotyping parents with high-density SNP arrays, genotyping progeny with low-density SNP arrays, and imputation of high-density information from the parents onto progeny Jacobson et al., 2015; Gorjanc et al., 2016) . Although the imputation is imperfect, it provides enough information for effective genomic selection in a cost-effective way ( Jacobson et al., 2015; Gorjanc et al., 2016) .
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ABSTRACT
Genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) is an alternative genotyping method to singlenucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays that has received considerable attention in the plant breeding community. In this study we use simulation to quantify the potential of lowcoverage GBS and imputation for cost-effective genomic selection in biparental segregating populations. The simulations comprised a range of scenarios where SNP array or GBS data were used to train the genomic selection model, to predict breeding values, or both. The GBS data were generated with sequencing coverages (x) from 4x to 0.01x. The data were used either nonimputed or imputed by the AlphaImpute program. The size of the training and prediction sets was either held fixed or was increased by reducing sequencing coverage per individual. The results show that nonimputed 1x GBS data provided comparable prediction accuracy and bias, and for the used measurement of return on investment, outperformed the SNP array data. Imputation allowed for further reduction in sequencing coverage, to as low as 0.1x with 10,000 markers or 0.01x with 100,000 markers. The results suggest that using such data in biparental families gave up to 5.63 times higher return on investment than using the SNP array data. Reduction of sequencing coverage per individual and imputation can be leveraged to genotype larger training sets to increase prediction accuracy and larger prediction sets to increase selection intensity, which both allow for higher response to selection and higher return on investment.
Another low-cost genotyping strategy is GBS (Altshuler et al., 2000; Davey et al., 2011) . This genotyping technology enables collection of large volumes of high-density genomic data, and its flexibility has large potential for generating new cost-effective genotyping strategies. There are many variants of GBS (see a white paper provided by Illumina, 2014) , including restrictionsite-associated DNA sequencing (Baird et al., 2008) and the GBS method developed by Elshire et al. (2011) . The latter method (Elshire et al., 2011) has received considerable interest in the plant breeding community (Poland et al., 2012b; Poland and Rife, 2012; Beissinger et al., 2013; Crossa et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015) . Our interest in this genotyping technique, however, is in its flexibility and ability to drive the per-sample cost below US$10 (Poland and Rife, 2012) . In this study, we do not refer to any specific GBS method but rather work with a generic sequencing-based process of generating genomic data, which is common to all of these methods.
Genotyping-by-sequencing allows breeders to manipulate the amount of retrieved information and its cost in three ways. First, a breeder can adjust the number of sequenced loci by choosing different restriction enzymes or through adjustments to other parts of the protocol (Elshire et al., 2011; Poland and Rife, 2012; Poland et al., 2012a) . Genotyping-by-sequencing can thus generate a small or large number of markers (e.g., hundreds or millions) at different cost. Second, a breeder can influence the amount of retrieved information by manipulating sequencing depth. Increasing genomewide sequencing depth (hereinafter referred to as sequencing coverage or x) increases the average number of times a locus is sequenced, and this alters the informativeness of the resulting genomic data. Specifically, it increases the probability of correctly calling individual genotypes from such data. However, increasing sequencing coverage also increases the costs. Third, a breeder can reduce the cost by optimizing the sample preparation and sequencing process. In particular, multiplex sequencing, which involves tagging DNA fragments from multiple individuals and sequencing them jointly in one sequencing process (Craig et al., 2008) , enables substantial cost reductions (Poland and Rife, 2012) .
High heterozygosity in segregating populations raises a potential challenge for genomic selection with low-coverage GBS data. The success of genomic selection depends on the ability of genotypic data to capture genetic variation among the training and prediction individuals at low cost. Most studies of genomic selection with GBS data have focused on settings with inbred individuals (Poland et al., 2012b; Crossa et al., 2013; Rutkoski et al., 2013) and have shown that the accuracy of genomic prediction using low-coverage GBS data was comparable with using SNP array or diversity arrays technology (DArT) data. These results may not hold for segregating populations, because capturing genetic variation with low-coverage sequencing in such a setting is challenging. For example, sequencing a heterozygous locus once (1x) reveals only one allele, and the genotype from such data would be wrongly called as a reference or alternative homozygote. It is unknown if such low-coverage GBS data are useful for genomic selection in segregating populations. A simulation study in an outbred livestock population shows that low-coverage GBS data enable accurate and unbiased genomic predictions when a sufficient number of markers is available and coverage per individual is at least 1x , which holds promise for segregating plant populations.
Imputation could increase the informativeness of lowcoverage GBS data. As imputation is used with low-density SNP array data, it could also be used with low-coverage GBS data, provided that the imputation method takes into account the probabilistic nature of sequencing data (Li et al., 2010; Pasaniuc et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2014) . The study in outbred livestock populations shows that sequencing coverage per individual should be at least 1x for accurate genomic predictions. This observation suggests that a lowcost strategy could be to obtain GBS data with less than 1x and use imputation to increase coverage up to or above 1x. This strategy could be used to decrease the cost of sequencing the large training and prediction sets required for accurate genomic selection. It could also be used to increase the size of sets that could be generated at a predefined cost.
In this study, we used simulation to quantify the potential of low-coverage GBS and imputation for cost-effective genomic selection in biparental segregating populations.
MATeRiAlS And MeThodS
The simulations comprised a range of scenarios where nonimputed or imputed GBS data were used to train the genomic selection model, to predict breeding values, or both. The size of the training or prediction sets was either held fixed or was increased by reducing sequencing coverage per individual. The results were compared with those obtained from the true (SNP array) genotypic data. The simulation involved the following steps, most of which were performed with the AlphaSim program (Faux et al., 2016) breeding value for the F 3 individuals was calculated as a sum of the effect of causal alleles an individual inherited. The phenotypic values that pertained to the F 3 individuals (collected in the F 3:4 stage) were simulated by adding a random residual to the true breeding value. Heritability was set to 0.1 by scaling the residual variance relative to the variance of the true breeding values in inbred lines.
Marker Allele dosages
Marker data were generated with either SNP array or GBS technology. Each marker genotype was represented numerically as the number of alternative alleles (i.e., allele dosage; 0 for reference homozygote 0/0, 1 for heterozygote 0/1, and 2 for alternative homozygote 1/1). We assumed that both technologies covered the same set of loci and that neither technology introduced errors. With SNP arrays, allele dosages were set directly to 0, 1, or 2 depending on the marker genotype. With GBS, allele dosages were obtained by simulating the GBS process with a targeted sequencing coverage, x (Li et al., 2010; Pasaniuc et al., 2012) . The GBS process had four steps:
1. Sequenceability of each marker locus (s j ) was sampled from a Gamma distribution with shape and rate parameter equal to 4, s j ~ Gamma(a = 4, b = 4). 2. The number of sequence reads for an individual i at a locus j (n i,j ) was sampled from a Poisson distribution with mean equal to xs j , n i,j ~ Poisson (l = xs j ). 3. The sequence reads were distributed at random between the two alleles of an individual, n i,j,1 ~ Binomial(p = 0.5, k = n i,j ) and n i,j,2 = n i,j − n i,j,1 . 4. Allele dosages (m i,j ) were calculated as a weighted average of the allele reads m i,j = (n i,j,1 a i,j,1 + n i,j,2 a i,j,2 )/n i,j , where a i,j,k is the kth allele code (0 for the reference allele and 1 for the alternative allele).
The GBS process gave continuous allele dosages with values ranging from 0 to 2. These values depend on the true genotype at a locus of an individual, number of sequence reads, and randomness of the process. If no sequence reads occurred for an individual at a particular locus and imputation was not used, the allele dosage was set equal to two times the allele frequency computed from the observed GBS allele dosages within a biparental family. When imputation was used, the fourth step was skipped.
The results were summarized over 10 replicates and presented graphically, whereas Supplemental Table S1 provides results in a tabular form. Data manipulation and summaries were performed with the R program (R Development Core Team, 2016).
Founder Genomes
Base population genome sequences were simulated for 10 chromosomes using the Markovian Coalescent Simulator (Chen et al., 2009 ). The chromosomes comprised 1.0 ´ 10 8 base pairs and were simulated with a per-site mutation rate of 1.0 ´ 10 −8 , a per-site recombination rate of 1.0 ´ 10 −8 (100 cM in total per chromosome), and an effective population size that varied over time to mimic the historical changes. The effective population size was set to 50 in the final generation of the coalescent simulation, to 100 at 10 generations ago, to 1000 at 100 generations ago, to 6000 at 1000 generations ago, to 12,000 at 10,000 generations ago, and to 32,000 at 100,000 yr ago with linear changes between. The simulated chromosomes collectively had ~1,000,000 segregating variants (biallelic SNPs).
Causal loci and Markers
Among the segregating variants, 10,000 were chosen at random as causal loci of a quantitative trait with the restriction of an equal number from each chromosome. The effect of each causal locus was sampled from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and variance of one divided by the number of causal loci. Additionally, a set of 10,000 (10K) and 100,000 (100K) variants were chosen at random as codominant markers.
Breeding Program and Breeding and Phenotypic Values
A breeding program of a self-pollinating species with inbred parents and biparental populations (families) was simulated (Fig. 1) . The program was initiated by establishing a base population of 40 inbred parents. Each parent had one haplotype per chromosome sampled from the base haplotypes, allowing for recombination between base haplotypes. The sampled haplotypes were doubled to create inbreds. The parents were then crossed at random to create 160 biparental populations with a restriction that any pair of parents could only be crossed once. Each biparental population was constructed by (i) mating at random two inbred parents to generate F 1 individuals, (ii) selfing F 1 individuals to generate 400 F 2 individuals, and (iii) selfing F 2 individuals to generate 400 F 3 individuals. True imputation Imputation increases the informativeness of low-coverage GBS data. The low-coverage GBS data had many data points with no or few sequence reads. To increase the quantity and quality of this data, we used the modified Hidden Markov Model of Li et al. (2010) as implemented in the AlphaImpute program version 1.3 (Hickey et al., 2012b; Antolin et al., 2017) 
The input for imputation was the number of reference and alternative allele reads at each locus for the two parents and 400 F 3 individuals. The allele reads must be ordered according to marker positions on a chromosome. It was assumed that parents had high-quality GBS data with an equivalent of 20x. Preliminary tests showed that accurate imputation can be achieved in such a setting by constructing 100 template haplotypes and running the imputation procedure for 100 rounds in total with five rounds of burn-in. The average running time of imputing the 400 individuals was about 14 min with 1000 markers per chromosome and 99 min with 10,000 markers per chromosome. The template haplotypes were not available and had to be constructed from the nonimputed GBS data of the two crossed parents and their progeny in two steps. First, genotype probabilities were computed for each individual given the obtained numbers of reference and alternative alleles for the individual and observed allele frequency in the family. Second, the obtained genotype probabilities were used to sample template haplotype alleles one locus at a time.
Accuracy of GBS data
The accuracy of GBS data was measured using the Pearson correlation between the GBS allele dosages and the true (SNP array) allele dosages. This was performed for both the nonimputed and imputed GBS data in two steps (Hickey et al., 2012a; Calus et al., 2014) . First, marker allele dosages within each family were standardized (subtracted the mean and divided by standard deviation). If a marker was fixed within a family, we omitted dividing by standard deviation of zero to avoid numerical instabilities. Second, correlations were computed using the standardized marker allele dosages on a per-individual basis and averaged over individuals of a family and then over families.
Genomic Prediction
Genomic prediction of breeding values for nonphenotyped but genotyped individuals in a prediction set was based on estimates of associations between marker allele dosages and phenotypes in a training set. The construction of the training and prediction sets for each scenario is described in the subsection Scenarios. In general, the principle involved the construction of a training set by selecting a random set of genotyped and phenotyped families and the prediction of breeding values for nonphenotyped individuals in another set of families (i.e., across-family prediction). Marker associations were estimated using the ridge-regression model (Hoerl and Kennard, 1976; Whittaker et al., 1997; Meuwissen et al., 2001) as implemented in the program AlphaBayes, available at http://www.AlphaGenes.Roslin.ed.ac.uk/ AlphaSuite/AlphaBayes. The model parameters were estimated using a Monte Carlo Markov Chain method, with one chain of 10,000 iterations with the first 1000 discarded as burn-in. Posterior means were used as estimates of marker associations.
Prediction Accuracy
The accuracy of genomic prediction was measured with the Pearson correlation between predicted and true breeding values. We measured accuracy in two ways, jointly across families and within each family, to account for the effect of family structure on genomic prediction (Windhausen et al., 2012) . In the Results, we refer to this as the scope of prediction. The within-family correlation measures the accuracy of predicting the withinfamily variation commonly referred to as Mendelian sampling variation. The across-family correlation measures accuracy of predicting the within-family and between-family variation. The aim of genomic prediction is to capture variation due to both components, but it is harder and more important to capture the within-family variation because it is the variation that genomic selection primarily targets. Within-family variation is harder to predict because there is less information to accurately estimate unique variation within a family. We therefore focus largely on the within-family accuracy in the Results and Discussion.
Prediction Bias
The bias of genomic prediction was measured as the regression of the true breeding values on the estimated breeding values. This metric shows systematic underestimation or overestimation of estimated breeding values, which is a potential problem when genomic-based estimates are compared or combined with unbiased phenotype-based estimates. The desired value for this metric is one; values above one indicate underestimation, and values below one indicate overestimation. As with accuracy, we have computed bias within and across families to respectively measure the bias of estimated Mendelian sampling terms, and the joint bias of estimated parent average and Mendelian sampling terms.
Response to Selection
The response to selection was measured only for selection within a family for the same reasons as described for accuracy (see previous paragraph). It was calculated by subtracting the mean true breeding value of a family from the mean true breeding value of the top 10 individuals. Ranking of individuals was based on genomic predictions of breeding values.
Return on investment
Return on investment was measured by dividing the response to selection within a family by the accrued genotyping costs to strategy was to increase selection intensity for a given investment. Ultimately, both approaches should increase response to selection and return on investment. All scenarios involved the two sets of marker densities (10K and 100K) genotyped with SNP array or GBS technology. Genotyping-by-sequencing data used were either nonimputed or imputed.
The first scenario quantified the prediction accuracy, prediction bias, and return on investment when GBS data with different sequencing coverage were used in the training and prediction sets of fixed size (Table 2, Supplemental Table S1 ). The following sequencing coverages (x) were evaluated: 0.01x, 0.05x, 0.10x, 0.25x, 0.50x, 1.00x, 2.00x, and 4.00x. The training set consisted of 2000 genotyped and phenotyped individuals from a random set of 80 families, with each contributing a random set of 25 individuals. The prediction set consisted of 32,000 genotyped individuals from the remaining 80 families, with each family contributing 400 individuals.
The second scenario quantified the response to selection and return on investment when the prediction set (the number of selection candidates) was enlarged by reducing sequencing coverage per individual (Table 2, Supplemental Table S1 ). The total sequencing coverage used in the prediction set was always the same (25x) but was distributed amongst an increasing number of individuals in a family (25, 50, 100, 200, or 400) . Specifically, the following five strategies were analyzed (denoted as y individuals genotyped with a sequencing coverage of x, y@x): 25@1x, 50@0.50x, 100@0.25x, 200@0.125x, and 400@0.0625x. These prediction sets had nonimputed or imputed GBS data. Predictions with SNP array data were also performed to assess the upper limit. The training set was the same as in the first scenario (2000 individuals) and was genotyped with SNP arrays to enable quantification of the effect of increasing the prediction set without confounding the results with the quality of genotypic data in training.
The third scenario quantified the prediction accuracy and return on investment when the training set was enlarged by reducing sequencing coverage per individual (Table 2,  Supplemental Table S1 ). The total sequencing coverage used in training was always the same (2000x) but was distributed amongst an increasing number of individuals (25, 50, 100, 200, or 400 ) from each of the 80 training families. Specifically, the following five strategies were analyzed (denoted as y individuals genotyped with a sequencing coverage of x, y@x): 2000@1x, 4000@0.50x, 8000@0.25x, 16,000@0.125x, and 32,000@0.0625x. These training sets had nonimputed or imputed GBS data. Predictions with SNP array data were also performed to assess the upper limit. The prediction set was the same as in the first scenario, with 400 individuals per family genotyped with SNP arrays to enable quantification of the effect of increasing the training set without confounding the results with the quality of genotypic data in prediction.
The fourth scenario quantified the response to selection and return on investment when both the training and prediction sets were enlarged by reducing sequencing coverage per individual (Table 2, Supplemental Table S1 ). This scenario is a combination of all the strategies from the second and third scenarios (i.e., increasing both the size of the training or prediction set jointly). Both sets had nonimputed or imputed GBS data. Predictions with SNP array data were also performed to assess the upper limit.
achieve that response to selection. We expressed it relative to a chosen baseline so that all the evaluated scenarios could be compared. There are important assumptions behind this calculation, which we address in the Discussion. The chosen baseline was scenario 1 with SNP array data (see subsection Scenarios). We considered only the costs of genotypic data, as we assumed that a breeding program would already have phenotypic data available. For simplicity, any other costs were ignored. We divided the cost of genotyping the training set by 80 because we performed predictions in 80 families and all of them used the same training set. We believe this is a conservative choice as a breeding program could spread this cost over many more families generated over several cycles of genomic selection. The cost of genotyping the prediction set was considered for each family separately because the response to selection was measured for each family separately.
The cost of genotyping is determined by many factors. We have assumed only the following costs and factors: SNP array with 10K markers costs $30, SNP array with 100K markers costs $70, GBS library costs $5, 10 sites in the genome need to be sequenced to obtain one reliable marker, sequence reads are 100 bases long, and 1x sequencing of 1 Gb costs $100. The cost of GBS was calculated as the cost of preparing the GBS library plus the cost of sequencing a part of genome at a targeted sequencing coverage. For example, the cost of 10K GBS markers with coverage of 4x was $9, of which library was $5 and sequencing $4 (= 10,000 targeted markers ´ 10 sequenced sites for a marker ´ 100 bases per sequence read ´ 4 coverage ´ $100/10 9 ). With these assumptions, the costs of 10K GBS markers ranged between $9.00 at 4x and $5.01 at 0.01x (Table 1) , whereas the costs of 100K GBS markers ranged between $45.00 at 4x and $5.10 at 0.01x (Table 1) . We provide a spreadsheet in the supplement that details the calculations (Supplemental Table S1 ), which can be used to modify our assumptions.
Scenarios
We analyzed the simulated data in four sets of scenarios in which low-coverage GBS and imputation were used in either training, prediction, or both (Table 2, Supplemental Table S1 ). In each of the scenarios, we tested different sequencing coverages with the aim to either reduce the total cost of genotyping a fixed number of individuals or to increase the number of individuals genotyped at a fixed cost. When applied in training, the aim of this strategy was to increase prediction accuracy for a given investment. When applied in prediction, the aim of this 
ReSulTS
Low-coverage GBS data and imputation delivered the same level of prediction accuracy and bias as SNP array data and higher return on investment. Reducing individual sequencing coverage enabled increasing the size of the training set to increase prediction accuracy. It also enabled increasing the size of the prediction set to increase the response to selection. These two approaches can be combined to maximize the return on investment in a genomic selection program.
Accuracy of GBS data
Accuracy of nonimputed GBS data was reduced substantially with reduced sequencing coverage, whereas accuracy of imputed GBS data was less so. This is shown in Fig. 2 , which plots the accuracy of nonimputed and imputed GBS data within a family against the sequencing coverage at two marker densities. The accuracy of nonimputed GBS data (10K or 100K markers) was 0.91 at 4x, 0.68 at 1x, and reduced almost linearly to only 0.08 at 0.01x. Imputation increased accuracy at low coverages, particularly when 100K markers were used. High accuracy of imputed GBS data (³0.97) was obtained when 10K markers were used and coverage was at least 0.50x, or when 100K markers were used and coverage was at least 0.05x.
Fixed Size Training and Prediction Sets with different Sequencing Coverage (Scenario 1)
The prediction accuracy using nonimputed GBS data with medium to low sequence coverage was equivalent to using SNP array data, whereas imputation extended this equivalence to very low sequence coverage. This is shown in Fig.  3 , which plots the prediction accuracy within a family and across families against sequencing coverage at two marker densities using nonimputed or imputed GBS data or SNP array data. The prediction accuracy within a family was ~0.50 when using SNP array data, irrespective of marker density. The same level of accuracy (>95%) was achieved when using nonimputed GBS data with sequencing coverage of at least 2x with 10K markers and 0.5x with 100K markers. At lower coverages, the accuracy dropped; at 0.01x, the accuracy was 0.11 with 10K markers and 0.22 with 100K markers. Imputation recovered the loss of accuracy at low coverages. Specifically, it moved the turning point in the loss of accuracy from 2x to 0.1x when 10K markers were used and from 0.5x to 0.01x when 100K markers were used. The prediction accuracy across families was higher than within a family and was less influenced by the decreasing sequencing coverage. The small loss in accuracy across families was also recovered by imputation. Prediction bias within a family was large with lowcoverage GBS. This is shown in Fig. 4 , which plots the prediction bias within a family and across families against sequencing coverage at two marker densities using nonimputed or imputed GBS data or SNP array data. Predictions were slightly overestimated with SNP array data (bias was 0.91 with both marker densities) and progressively underestimated with nonimputed low-coverage GBS data. At 0.01x, the bias was 15.59 with 10K markers and 65.76 with 100K markers. Imputation removed underestimation at all of tested sequencing coverages, except when 100K markers had the lowest sequence coverage (0.01x, the bias was 1.31). Contrary to predictions within a family, there was no underestimation in predictions across families. Using low-coverage GBS data and imputation increased the return on investment in comparison with using SNP array data. This is shown in Fig. 5 , which plots the return on investment for selection within a family against sequencing coverage at two marker densities using nonimputed or imputed GBS data or SNP array data. The baseline for comparison was a strategy where 10K SNP array data was used. Using GBS data instead of SNP array data gave higher return on investment. The optimal sequencing coverage depended on marker density and use of imputation. When we used 10K markers and no imputation, the return on investment with GBS data was highest at 0.5x, 4.66 times that of the baseline scenario. Imputation increased the return on investment by recovering information at lower coverages; it was highest at 0.1x, 5.63 times that of the baseline scenario. When we used 100K markers, the return on investment was generally lower than with 10K markers, except at very low coverages and when imputation was used. The highest return on investment with 100K markers and no imputation was achieved at 0.1x, 3.66 times that of the baseline scenario. Imputation increased it to the same level as achieved with 10K markers, but only when coverage was below 0.1x. enlarged Prediction Set with Reduced Sequencing Coverage (Scenario 2) Enlarging a prediction set by reducing sequencing coverage per individual more than doubled the response to selection. This is shown in Fig. 6 , which plots the response to selection within a family at two marker densities against an increasing prediction set that either had SNP array data or GBS data with decreasing sequencing coverage per individual (the total coverage was always 25x). The GBS data were either nonimputed or imputed. As expected, an increased response to selection was observed when enlarging a prediction set that had SNP array data (from 0.22 to >0.50). An increased response to selection was also observed when GBS data with decreasing coverage were used. However, the response to selection stopped increasing when the coverage was reduced below 0.25x with 10K markers or 0.125x with 100K markers, because such GBS data failed to capture sufficient amounts of genetic variance among selection candidates. Imputation recovered this loss for all the tested combinations so that the imputed GBS data enabled the same level of response to selection as the SNP array data.
Return on investment with an enlarged prediction set was highest with intermediate numbers of selection candidates that had GBS data with intermediate sequencing coverages. This is shown in Fig. 7 , which plots the return on investment for selection within a family at two marker densities against an increasing prediction set that had either SNP array data or GBS data with decreasing sequencing coverage per individual (the total coverage was always 25x). The GBS data used were either nonimputed or imputed. The baseline for comparison was a strategy where 10K SNP array data were used in a prediction set of 400 selection candidates. When 10K markers were used, the highest return on investment was achieved by selecting among 50 selection candidates with 0.5x GBS data (7.19 and 7.67 times that of the baseline scenario without and with imputation, respectively) or 100 selection candidates with 0.25x GBS data (6.80 and 7.50 times that of the baseline scenario without and with imputation, respectively). Increasing the number of selection candidates beyond 100 started to decrease return on investment, even when imputation was used. When 100K markers were used, the same pattern was observed, but the returns on investment were almost half those obtained with 10K markers.
enlarged Training Set with Reduced Sequencing Coverage (Scenario 3)
Enlarging the training set by reducing sequencing coverage per individual and using imputation nearly doubled prediction accuracy. This is shown in Fig. 8 , which plots the prediction accuracy within a family at two marker densities against an increasing training set that had either SNP array or GBS data with decreasing sequencing coverage per individual (the total coverage was always 2000x). The GBS data used was either nonimputed or imputed. When the SNP array data were used, enlarging the training set from 2000 to 32,000 individuals increased prediction accuracy from ~0.50 to >0.80. Accuracy also increased when GBS data with reduced sequencing coverage were used, but the increase was smaller as accuracy started to level off when training individuals were sequenced at coverage of <0.5x, irrespective of marker density. Imputation recovered this loss entirely for all the tested combinations.
Return on investment with an enlarged training set was highest when a large training set had 10K markers sequenced at low coverage and imputed. This is shown in Fig. 9 , which plots the return on investment for selection within a family at two marker densities against an increasing training set that either had GBS data with decreasing sequencing coverage per individual (the total coverage was always 2000x) or SNP array data. The GBS data used were either nonimputed or imputed. The baseline for comparison was a strategy where 10K SNP array data were used in the training set of 2000 individuals. Enlarging the training set genotyped with a 10K marker SNP array increased return on investment, but only marginally-it was highest (1.16 times that of the baseline scenario) with a training set size of 8000 individuals, whereas increasing the training set further reduced return on investment. Using 10K GBS markers gave a higher return on investment-up to 1.28 times that of the baseline scenario when 16,000 training individuals had 0.125x GBS data that were not imputed and up to 1.49 times that of the baseline scenario when 16,000 training individuals had 0.125x GBS data that were imputed. When 100K markers were used, the return on investment was substantially lower, and while enlarging the training set increased returns, they were still considerably smaller than with 10K markers; the highest return was 0.71 times that of the baseline scenario when a training set had 32,000 individuals with 0.0625x GBS data that were imputed.
enlarged Training and Prediction Sets with Reduced Sequencing Coverage (Scenario 4)
Enlarging both the training and prediction sets by reducing sequencing coverage per individual, and using imputation quadrupled the response to selection. This is shown in Fig. 10 , which plots the response to selection within a family at two marker densities against increasing training and prediction sets that had either SNP array data or GBS data with decreasing sequencing coverage per individual (the total coverage was always 2000x in training and 25x in prediction). The GBS data used were either nonimputed or imputed. Increasing the size of the training and prediction sets increased the response to selection, as expected. Using SNP array data with a training set of 2000 individuals and a prediction set of 25 selection candidates gave a response to selection of 0.21 with 10K and 0.23 with 100K markers. Increasing the training set to 32,000 individuals and the prediction set to 400 selection candidates increased the response to selection to 0.89 with 10K and 0.88 with 100K markers, which is a fourfold increase. Nonimputed GBS data achieved half of this potential with 10K markers and three quarters of this potential with 100K markers. Imputed GBS data achieved 90% of this potential with 10K markers and reached the potential with 100K markers.
Return on investment with enlarged training and prediction sets varied substantially and was strongly dependent on the size of sets and marker density. This is shown in Fig. 11 , which plots the return on investment for selection within a family at two marker densities against increasing training and prediction sets that had either SNP array data or GBS data with decreasing sequencing coverage per individual (the total coverage was always 2000x in training and 25x in prediction). The GBS data used were either nonimputed or imputed. The baseline for comparison was a strategy where 10K SNP array data were used in a training set of 2000 individuals and a prediction set of 400 selection candidates. Averaged over all of the tested strategies, the return on investment was highest using imputed GBS data with 10K markers (9.3 times that of the baseline scenario), followed by using nonimputed GBS data with 10K markers (7.3 times that of the baseline scenario), using imputed GBS data with 100K markers (6.4 times that of the baseline scenario), and using non-imputed GBS data with 100K markers (5.8 times that of the baseline scenario). Using SNP array data was less cost effective than using GBS data. The highest return on investment (18.3 times that of the baseline scenario) was obtained with a strategy of building a training set with 2000 individuals that had imputed 1x GBS data and a prediction set with 50 selection candidates that had imputed 0.5x GBS data. The next two best strategies were to either halve the prediction set to 25 selection candidates or double the training set to 4000 individuals. In general, when we used either nonimputed or imputed GBS data, it was more cost effective to increase the prediction set than to increase the training set.
diSCuSSion
The results show that low-coverage GBS and imputation enable accurate, unbiased, and cost-effective genomic selection in biparental segregating populations. These results highlight three main topics for discussion, specifically (i) accuracy of low-coverage GBS data for genomic selection, (ii) cost-effective genomic selection with lowcoverage GBS and imputation, and (iii) the assumptions made by the study.
Accuracy of low-Coverage GBS data for Genomic Selection
Homozygosity of sequenced individuals affects the required sequencing coverage and cost to obtain accurate GBS data. Genotyping-by-sequencing interrogates an individuals' genomewide genotype by generating sequence reads at targeted genome sites. A single sequence read provides genomic information about one chromosome of the targeted site and therefore about a single allele of one individual. The quality of inferred allele dosages and genotypes from such data depends largely Fig. 11 . Return on investment for selection within a family (ROI) with 10,000 (10K, top row) or 100,000 (100K, bottom row) markers against increasing training and prediction sets with single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array data or genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) data at different sequencing coverage.
on the number of sequence reads per locus, the sequencing coverage (x). When the aim is to obtain very precise information about genotype at many loci, deep sequencing is required with coverage of 20 to 30x or more. Such deep sequencing is too expensive for routine breeding program activities that involve large numbers of individuals. However, if there is little variation between the alleles of an individual, as is the case with inbred individuals, sequencing coverage can be greatly reduced. In absence of sequencing error, sequencing each targeted site once would suffice and would keep cost low. This is one of the reasons why low-coverage GBS data is attractive to plant breeders (Poland et al., 2012b; Crossa et al., 2013) , in addition to other benefits that GBS technology has over SNP arrays (e.g., capturing private genetic variation; Elshire et al., 2011; Heslot et al., 2013) .
Low-coverage GBS data allows for accurate genomic selection in biparental segregating populations. The potential low cost of low-coverage GBS data (Poland et al., 2012b) and positive initial reports of accurate genomic predictions with such data in inbred individuals (Poland et al., 2012b; Crossa et al., 2013) inspired us to quantify the potential of low-coverage GBS data for genomic selection in segregating populations. We hypothesized that there is an intermediate coverage that potentially reduces prediction accuracy but increases return on investment through lower costs. Such a strategy would enable plant breeders to implement genomic selection more aggressively, such as in early-segregating populations, where the potential for genomic selection is the greatest (Bernardo and Yu, 2007; Bassi et al., 2016) . The results show that GBS data with coverage of about 1x delivers comparable prediction accuracy and bias to SNP array data and higher return on investment. This is in line with our previous simulation studies in an outbred livestock population .
It is surprising that such low coverage (~1x) is sufficient, because low-coverage GBS data have two major drawbacks in comparison with SNP array data in segregating populations. First, due to the random sequencing process, some sites are sequenced more than once and some sites are not sequenced at all, which means that lowcoverage GBS data has many missing data points. When we did not use imputation, we filled these missing data points with the naïve imputation of two times the allele frequency in a family. Second, sequencing coverage of 1x provides only one sequence read per marker on average, which means that, on average, only one allele is sequenced and consequently all heterozygous loci are assumed homozygous. This is potentially a severe drawback for analysis of segregating populations.
Five complementary factors explain why low-coverage GBS data provides sufficient information for accurate genomic selection in biparental segregating populations.
First, 1x GBS data provides a lot of information for genomic selection. The correlation between 1x GBS allele dosages and the true allele dosages within a family was 0.68 without imputation and 0.99 with imputation. These values show that the low-coverage GBS data can be expected to capture association signal between markers and phenotypes within a family, albeit the data are noisier than the true state. Second, there are only about a quarter to a third of markers segregating in a type of family used in this study, which means that the rest of markers will have correct GBS data even at low coverage. Third, large linkage blocks that segregate in families with inbred parents preserve association signals and counterbalance some noise in the GBS data. Fourth, genomic selection models usually fit only additive effects, and providing GBS data in the form of realized allele dosages to these models captures all the available information and uncertainty without the need to first call the genotypes correctly. Fifth, the genomic selection models tend to be heavily overparameterized, and the joint information from tens of thousands or hundreds of thousands of markers can counterbalance some noise in the GBS data. When sequencing coverage is reduced too much, however, the signal-to-noise ratio is reduced and prediction accuracy decreases.
Imputation can recover loss of information in lowcoverage GBS data. When we used imputation, we were able to recover most of the missing or erroneous information in GBS data with extremely low-coverage data (even as low as 0.10x with 10K genomewide markers and 0.01x with 100K genomewide markers) and recover prediction accuracy and bias almost to the level of the 1x GBS data or the SNP array data. Although this might seem another surprising result, it is expected because biparental populations derived from inbred parents are ideal for imputation (Swarts et al., 2014; Hickey et al., 2015; Jacobson et al., 2015) . Our results show that, in such a setting, ~100 sequence reads at marker sites of a chromosome (100 = 0.10x ´ 10K genomewide markers/10 chromosomes or 0.01x ´ 100K genomewide markers/10 chromosomes) provide enough information for accurate imputation of marker data and consequently accurate, as well as cost-effective, genomic selection. These results complement previous studies that optimized sequencing coverage for genomic analyses of complex traits (Li et al., 2011; Pasaniuc et al., 2012) . However, these values need to be interpreted from the perspective of haplotypes and not individuals. With 100 sequence reads per chromosome in a family with 400 individuals, we effectively generate 40,000 allele reads for the two parental haplotypes that segregate in a biparental family. All of these allele reads are used to construct the template haplotypes, to estimate hidden Markov model parameters, and finally to impute the missing alleles or whole genotypes of each individual. The optimal number of reads that need to be generated both per individual and per haplotype such that imputation accuracy is high will be subject to future research.
Low sequencing coverage has a larger effect on the prediction accuracy and bias of the Mendelian sampling term than of the parent average term. We observed consistently lower accuracy and greater bias with nonimputed low-coverage GBS data when predicting within a biparental family than when predicting across biparental families. The main cause of this is that individuals within a family differ genetically due to segregation of parental genomes, whereas individuals across families differ genetically due to differences among parental genomes and segregation. Accurately predicting the variation due to segregation equals explaining the Mendelian sampling term of a breeding value, whereas accurately predicting the variation due to parental genomes and segregation equals explaining both the parent average term and the Mendelian sampling term of a breeding value (VanRaden and Wiggans, 1991; Mrode, 2005) . In our study, we assumed that the parents had 20x GBS data, which means that we had very accurate information about differences among parental genomes. This resulted in almost constant accuracy of genomic prediction across families over a range or sequencing coverages, whereas this was not the case for prediction within a family. For example, with 10K nonimputed GBS markers with coverage of 1x and 0.05x, the prediction accuracy across families was 0.63 and 0.52, respectively, while prediction accuracy within a family was 0.46 and 0.20, respectively.
These results indicate that care should be taken when interpreting prediction accuracies with nonimputed lowcoverage GBS data across families, because such data seem to capture mostly variation between (sub)population structures (e.g., families) and not within. This is in line with the observations in population genomic studies (Buerkle and Gompert, 2013) . Capturing the within-family variation is one of the prime reasons to perform genomic selection, particularly in early-segregating populations. This is because breeders usually have a good indication about the breeding value of parents and can accurately assess the parent average of their progeny without collecting data on the progeny. On the other hand, breeders have no information about the Mendelian sampling variation amongst progeny in a family, which can be captured using genomic prediction. In addition, sustainable longterm genetic gain depends mostly on the ability to capture the within-family (Mendelian sampling) variation (Woolliams et al., 1999) .
Cost-effective Genomic Selection with low-Coverage GBS and imputation
Low-coverage GBS and imputation enable substantial reduction of genotyping costs in genomic selection programs. One of the barriers for adoption of genomic selection is the high cost of genomewide genotyping large numbers of individuals. Our results show that by using low-coverage GBS breeders can reduce genotyping costs substantially, particularly in combination with imputation. We first evaluated the benefit of such data in a fixed-size genomic selection program. Using 10K nonimputed GBS markers sequenced at 0.5x gave return on investment that was 4.66 times higher than using the SNP array data. This improvement was brought about by a large reduction in costs (82%) and only a small reduction in prediction accuracy (16%). Imputation further increased the return on investment to 5.60 times that with the SNP array data by reducing sequencing coverage even more to 0.10x with 10K markers and 0.01x with 100K markers.
There are two rate-limiting factors in increasing the return on investment through reducing the sequencing coverage in a fixed-size genomic selection program. First, when the sequence coverage is reduced too much, the accuracy of resulting GBS data decreases and the consequent loss in prediction accuracy is not counterbalanced by the decreased cost of GBS data. The rate of this decrease depends on whether imputation is used or not. When imputation is used, the coverage can be reduced to ~100 sequence reads at marker sites of a chromosome. Second, the cost of GBS data has a fixed component, of which preparation of the sequencing library is the key part. When sequencing coverage is reduced to a low level, the fixed-cost component dominates, and any further reduction in sequencing coverage does not reduce the total cost substantially. For example, in the scenarios that gave the highest return on investment (10K markers with 0.1x or 100K markers with 0.01x), library accounted for 98% of the genotyping cost.
Low-coverage GBS and imputation enable the assembling of larger and more cost-effective genomic selection programs. Effective genomic selection programs have large training sets that enable high prediction accuracy and large prediction sets that enable high selection intensity. When these two principles are combined, a genomic selection program can deliver high response to selection. However, it is expensive to genotype a large number of individuals, and a balance needs to be found that maximizes return on investment. The results show that low-coverage GBS and imputation can be leveraged to increase the training set, the prediction set, or both in a cost-effective manner. The results are qualitatively similar to our previous simulation study that evaluated the prospect of cost-effective genomic selection through imputation of SNP array data . The main difference in this study was that we were able to impute GBS data with higher accuracy, which allowed us to reduce sequencing coverage considerably, genotype larger training and prediction sets, and achieve higher returns on investment.
Expanding the training set gave smaller changes in return on investment than expanding the prediction set. This result is due to three interacting factors. First, we evaluated return on investment for selection within a family, and the costs accrued for this were genotyping the selection candidates and genotyping the training individuals. Since we used the training set for predictions in several families, we divided the cost of genotyping the training set by the number of families predicted. Therefore, any cost reductions in assembling a larger training set by lowering sequencing coverage per individual were diluted. Second, the initial size of the training set (2000 individuals) provided a good baseline with prediction accuracy (within a family) of about 0.5. Although expanding the training set size did increase prediction accuracy (up to ~0.8 when the training set comprised 32,000 individuals), the additional cost of genotyping many more individuals limited the increase in return on investment. Third, the design of the simulation allowed us only to assess cost effectiveness of genomic selection in closely related individuals, meaning the predicted families had one parent in common with some of the training families and "background" relationships with the other training families. Having a large training set in such a case is not as important as when more distantly related individuals are predicted (Clark et al., 2012; Pszczola et al., 2012; Hickey et al., 2014) . The ability to build large training sets at low cost is, however, very important for enabling high prediction accuracy across several cycles of genomic selection (Michel et al., 2016; Pszczola and Calus, 2016) .
Expanding the prediction sets (increasing selection intensity) increases response to selection, but this benefit needs to be balanced against larger genotyping costs. The results showed that expanding the prediction sets with SNP array data was not cost effective, while it was with both nonimputed and imputed GBS data, although the scope for increase was also limited with GBS data. The reason for this is that there is limited genetic variation within biparental families. This diversity can be sampled well with a limited number of candidates, and further increases will lead to diminishing return in genetic gain and even more so in return on investment. In this study, the breakpoint was 50 individuals per family. We expect that such a breakpoint would be higher in multiparental families.
Assumptions of the Study
The results are based on four important assumptions. These are (i) known marker order, (ii) the way we generated GBS data, (iii) the type of populations analyzed, and (iv) the assumed costs and return on investment calculation.
We have assumed that marker order was known. All accurate imputation methods rely heavily on at least approximate marker order to infer haplotypes and impute them in either low-density genotyped or low-coverage sequenced individuals. When marker order is not known, it is not possible to perform these two core tasks of imputation. In such a case, alternative imputation methods can be used , but these methods are much less effective to deliver a cost-effective genotyping strategy than the type of method used in this study. Although ordering markers on a genome is not trivial, the recent developments in sequencing technologies hold promise in obtaining more marker maps for plant genomes (Michael and VanBuren, 2015; VanBuren et al., 2015; Chaney et al., 2016; Staňková et al., 2016 ). An implied assumption behind a known marker order is also that sequence reads can be uniquely aligned to originating chromosomes. Nonunique alignment is an issue in polyploid crops. Possible solutions include longer reads and pair-end reads.
We have generated the GBS data by sampling alleles from targeted loci of a genome that were also assumed to be present on the SNP array. Although the same set of loci might not be targeted with the two technologies, we did that to enable comparison of the two approaches of generating the genomewide data, the almost-exact SNP array technology versus probabilistic GBS technology. In generating both types of data, we ignored errors because sequencing error rates and error rates of array genotyping tend to be small (£1%) and were not expected to change the results. However, we have not ignored the uncertainty in sequence data regarding the true genotype of an individual when coverage is low. We have taken this uncertainty into account by working with continuous allele dosages instead of attempting to call marker genotypes prior to data analysis. We have computed the allele dosage from the sequence reads when we used the nonimputed GBS data and from the inferred genotype probabilities given the sequence reads in a family when we used the imputed GBS data. We also emphasize that, while the sequencing and array errors do generate some amount of erroneous data, the amount of this noise is negligible to the amount of variability in quantitative traits. Finally, while the simulation of GBS process followed the approach of other whole-genome sequencing simulation studies (Li et al., 2010; Pasaniuc et al., 2012) , it is possible that some artifacts of sequencing process were not captured (Escalona et al., 2016) . However, given that protocols are continually being improved (Islam et al., 2015; Ali et al., 2015; Schröder et al., 2016; Fu et al., 2016) we believe that our results adequately indicate the potential of low-coverage GBS data for genomic selection.
The recommendations for extremely low sequencing coverage in this study depend, to a large extent, on the type of populations analyzed. The biparental families in this study were derived from inbred parents, which enables very accurate imputation (Swarts et al., 2014; Jacobson et al., 2015) . This allowed us to reduce the sequencing coverage per individual considerably to reduce the cost of a genomic selection program of fixed size or to generate data for a genomic selection program of larger size at a given cost. Other types of populations (e.g., top-crosses and other multiparental crosses) and sizes of population might need higher sequencing coverages to obtain the same benefits. Although this will be addressed in future research, we would like to point out that our previous experience with imputation of SNP array data shows comparable accuracy with biparental crosses, backcrosses, and top-crosses . Finally, we would like to emphasize that, even when imputation is not used, the 1x GBS data seems to be adequate for both the type of populations studied here and for general outbred populations, provided that marker density is sufficient .
We have made several assumptions about the costs and the calculation of return on investment. We have assumed only the cost of genotypic data and not the cost of phenotypic data because the main aim was to evaluate the potential of GBS versus SNP array data, and we also assumed that a breeding program would have historical phenotypic data and biological samples. We also assumed that the parents have accurate genotypic data and did not factor in this cost, because the number of parents tends to be small and they are likely to be genotyped in previous cycles (perhaps with low-coverage GBS prior to selection and with topped-up coverage after selection). We also assumed that the cost of genotyping the training set is spread over predicting several families, but only for one cycle of predictions, which is a very conservative approach. The assumed cost of the two SNP arrays was based on inquiries from different providers under the assumption that a large breeding program could benefit from the economy of scale. The exact cost of GBS data at different sequencing coverages is difficult to obtain from providers. We have approximated the cost of GBS data by considering the cost of library preparation from Rowan et al. (2015) , assuming that we will have to sequence 10 sites in the genome to get one polymorphic marker, and using the sequencing cost based on inquiries from different providers. The provided spreadsheet in the Supplemental Material can be used to modify all of these assumptions and recalculate returns on investment. We have performed a sensitivity analysis of all the described factors and found out that, while the return on investment values change, the overall patterns largely do not.
Calculation of the return on investment in this study is approximate, because the value of genetic gain depends on the seed market in a nonlinear way, which is difficult to quantify. In absence of such information, we have assumed that the value of one unit of genetic gain is much larger than the costs and that the relationship between the value of return and genetic gain is linear, and we have expressed the ratio of genetic gain over cost for tested scenarios versus the baseline scenario. Under these assumptions, the reported values converge to the ratio of return on investments, where return of investment is calculated as (benefit − cost)/cost. The reported values should therefore be used as guidance in comparing the scenarios, and the spreadsheet provided in the Supplemental Material can be used to modify the assumptions that were made in the present study.
Finally, there are other mitigation factors that can affect comparison of GBS and SNP arrays. For example, GBSlike approaches require higher quality of DNA than SNP arrays. Also, working with sequence data requires additional expertise beyond that for working with the SNP array data, although this hurdle is getting smaller every day due to the availability of efficient and user-friendly data pipelines (Glaubitz et al., 2014) and imputation programs such as the AlphaImpute, which was used in this study.
ConCluSionS
We have evaluated the potential of low-coverage GBS and imputation for genomic selection in biparental segregating populations. The results show that nonimputed 1x GBS data provides comparable prediction accuracy and bias and higher return on investment than the SNP array data, by our calculations. With imputation the sequencing coverage can be further reduced, even as low as 0.1x with 10K markers or 0.01x with 100K markers. Reduction of sequencing coverage and imputation can be leveraged to genotype larger training sets to increase prediction accuracy and larger prediction sets to increase selection intensity, which both allow for higher response to selection and higher return on investment.
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